As part of Valley Medical Center’s (VMC) commitment to excellence, VMC has maintained accreditation
by the Commission on Cancer (CoC) since 1978. The CoC monitors how VMC patients are treated for
cancers of the breast, colon, rectum, lung, endometrium, ovary, stomach, and melanoma. The Cancer
Program Practice Profile Reports (CP3R) monitoring these cancers are released in November each year.
Because these are retrospective, the most recent release of information covers VMC performance in
2014. In previous reports we have reviewed our excellent treatment of women with breast cancer. This
year we have elected to report on our performance in treating lung cancer, our second most frequent
cancer.
To place this in context, in 2014, 107 patients were diagnosed at VMC with the 3 types of lung cancer:
non-small cell, small cell, and other types of lung cancer. Patients who present with early stage diseasei.e. Stage 1 (limited and surgically resectable), Stage 2 and 3 (more extensive locally or involving lymph
nodes), and Stage 4 (spread to other organs) occur in our population at rates statistically similar to the
rest of Washington State and the nation as a whole. Fig 1.

Fig 1. Although these percentages appear slightly higher for Stage 3 and 4 disease, statistically they are
not significantly different from the US as a whole.
The CoC began reporting on VMC’s treatment of lung cancer in 2015 (retrospectively on our 2013
patients). In 2016, they updated their report to include our experience for 2014 lung cancer patients.
CoC has selected 2 groups of patients for review.

First, they looked at patients 1) who had surgically resected lung cancer who were found at surgery to
have cancer which had spread to their lymph nodes did indeed receive recommended chemotherapy (so
called adjuvant chemotherapy, and 2) whether these patients who had clinically involved lymph nodes
based on scans did NOT undergo surgery.
All VMC patients for whom chemotherapy was recommended received this recommended treatment100%. Fig 1.

This compliance with nationally recommended guidelines for therapy was statistically better than the
85% required for all programs in the country and above the compliance level required of these
programs. Fig 2.

Enlargement of the lymph nodes in the chest as seen by CT scans or PET scans is an indication of
regional spread of lung cancer. Patients who present with these findings should not undergo surgery, as
surgery would not be curative. Rather, they should undergo chemotherapy. The CoC monitors how
patients with clinically positive lymph nodes are treated. No VMC patients were subjected to futile
surgical therapy in 2014. This 100% compliance again placed VMC performance in the highest level of
compliance with this National Guideline.

s Standard in the region and in the US.

In summary, based on the Commission on Cancer criteria, we can say with certainty that patients
diagnosed with lung cancer can feel quite comfortable receiving their treatment here at VMC.

